
Government of India 
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre 

Post Irradiation Examination Division, Radiological Laboratories 
Trombay, Mumbai 400 085 

Tel: 25594561 

Ref: PIED/AB/2022/l 76A 05.05.2022 

To, 

Sub: In-situ modification of 30MT cask lifting yoke, lifting holes of roof plugs and filter 
pits 

Dear Sir, 

Please send us your lowest quotation for the above site work In-situ modification of 30MT 
cask lifting yoke, lifting holes of roof plugs and filter pits as per the technical 
specification and terms and condition given below: 

Scope of work: 

1. In-situ modification of 30MT cask lifting yoke

Cask lifting yoke is a Sm long box structure of 350mm x 350mm size. It has two

hooks at the ends which engage with the cask D-shackel. Yoke has a king pin at

center which engage with the crane hook. To increase the strength of yoke, two

plates of size 350mm x SOOOmm x thickness 20mm shall be welded at top and

bottom of the yoke. Existing Central king pin shall be replaced with 75mm

diameter alloy steel En 24 pin. Pin support plate shall be stiffened with 25mm

thick plates. Two plates of size 300mm wide x 900mm height x 25mm thick will

be required. This site work includes decontamination of yoke, grinding /

descaling, gas cutting, welding at site.

2. Modification of roof plug lifting holes

Roof plug assemblies have lifting hole of size M36 x 80mm deep. These lifting

holes shall be re-drilled and re-tapped to size M48. Total 36 Nos. holes shall be

modified. This job include decontamination st site, drilling of 42mm dia hole,

tapping of hole with M48 x 5 tap size.

Large size drilling machine with magnetic base shall be arranged by the

fabricator. Suitable drill bits, taps, tap wrench or tapping machine shall be

arranged by the fabricator. Machine and tools will be contaminated. Machine and

tools can't be taken back. Daily working hours will be 10.00 to 13.30hrs.

3. Making of new lifting holes on the filter pit covers

36Nos. M24 tapped shall be made on Filter pit covers in-situ. This job include

decontamination st site, drilling of 2lmm dia hole, tapping of hole with M24 x 3

tap size.

Large size drilling machine with magnetic base shall be arranged by the

fabricator. Suitable drill bits, taps, tap wrench or tapping machine shall be

arranged by the fabricator. Machine and tools will be contaminated. Machine and

tools can't be taken back. Daily working hours will be 10.00 to 13.30hrs.




